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Thee Temple ov Psychick Youth (TOPY) will be remembered for its crucial influence on youth

culture throughout the 1980s, popularizing tattooing, body piercing, "acid house" raves, and other

ahead-of-the-curve cultic flirtations and investigations. Its leader was Genesis P-Orridge, co-founder

of Psychick TV and Throbbing Gristle, the band that created the industrial music genre.The limited

signed cloth edition of Thee Psychick Bible quickly sold out, creating demand for any edition of this

544-page book, which will be available in a handsome smyth-sewn paperback edition with flaps and

ribbon. According to author Genesis Breyer P-Orridge, "this is the most profound new manual on

practical magick, taking it from its Crowleyan empowerment of the Individual to a next level of

realization to evolve our species."
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As before with Genesis Breyer P-Orridge

I'd say this book changed my life, but it was already changed by the time I read it. The P-Orridge

book that shook up my life and planted the seeds of that change was Painful but Fabulous, which I

now see is largely unavailable unless you want to pay a million dollars for it. I'm glad I got mine

when I did for 24.95.Anyway, Thee Psychick Bible is a goodÃ¢Â€Â”and cheaperÃ¢Â€Â”substitute,

albeit without the great pictures.I've come to many of the same conclusions about life, art, magic,

gender, control, freedom, etc that are found in these essays. It serves me as a kind of anthology of



my own thoughts on these subjects. I thumb through it now & then to remind me of what I believe.

It's one of those books I wish I'd read a hundred years before I did. It would have saved me from a

world of hurt, much of it self-imposed.Anonymous. Something occurring in your solar teeth.Say

goodbye to figurative speaking. Root in the lunar.Closet sleep. Four dots in a row.Erupt from

nowhere.walkingeyeball.blogspot.com

In this book you'll find a collection of TOPY essays including the Grey Book and other materials not

previously published publicly, as well several previously published essays that are fascinating in

terms of the biographical information provided, and also a one-sided perspective on Genesis and

TOPY's falling out. I enjoyed reading this book a lot, and found the various texts to be informative

and useful as it applies to my own magical work, especially as applied to the cut-up methodology

and its application to magical work. It was also fascinating to learn more about the history of TOPY,

albeit through a filtered perspective. I also enjoyed the essays on pandrogeny. I consider this a

historical text that any magician, particularly those in chaos magic, might want to pick up. It

demonstrates as well some of the issues that can arise in any magical organization.

(This review describes the now out-of-print signed 1st edition hardback that was briefly available

several years ago.The interior content is the same in the paperback edition, but the paperback does

not include the DVD.)Back in the 80's, the hippest kids on the Magickal Scene were without a doubt,

Thee Temple Ov Psychick Youth, and one of the hippest bands on the New Wave/Industrial scene

was Genesis P. Orridge's Psychick TV. 20-odd years later, their infamous Psychick Bible finally

receives an updated, expanded, corrected edition,complete with dozens of new visuals and essays.

This edition is beautifully gold embossed on the cover, is a smyth-sewn hardcover with a red ribbon,

and its' 544 pages within are printed in two colors on high-quality 60-pound stock on acid-free 100%

recycled paper stock. A quality book. This signed, numbered limited edition (999 copies only) is also

presented with a remarkable DVD of impossible-to-find videos from P-Orridge archives of early

Psychic TV and TOPY creations which includes the work of Peter "Sleazy" Christopherson and

Derek Jarman. Several of the videos included were seized by Scotland Yard in 1991, and as a

result, here are second-generation, and are reproduced in this CD for both their intrinsic and

historical value.The artist and author/editor, Genesis Breyer P-Orridge, says about this edition: "It

has been a revelation and become very thrilling for me to see 30 years+ of social, ritual and

communal creative explorations consensed into what we feel may become the most profound new

manual on `practical magick' taking from its Crowleyan level of liberation and empowermeant of the



Individual to a next level of realization that magick must then give back to its environment, its

community, become about liberation and empowermeant to change this `world' and evolve our

humanE species."Thee Temple was the group largely responsible for popularizing body

modification: including piercing and tattooing, as well as acid house music, and to a degree

Thelemic magick, all of these points aimed at personal liberation and the construction of a model of

life outside of, and very opposed to, the status quo of the 1980s and beyond. They did a

tremendous amount of work at shifting our culture in new and creative directions-- "'tis an ill wind

that blows no minds."

Genesis P. Orridge is a legendary cultural engineer and Thee Psychick Bible is a summary of his

life-time research into magick.His presentation is very non-dogmatic,pragmatic, and fascinating.I

highly recommend this book to anyone who has ever been a fan ofThrobbing Gristle,Psychick

TV,Genesis P. Orridge, and Aleister Crowley. My only disappointment is that I was expecting a

signed and numbered edition of the book which had neither. Another related book that I recently

ordered from  isWrecker`s of Civilization: A History of Coum Transmissions andThrobbing Gristle by

Simon Ford which I also give 5 stars. Highlyrecommended!

Text of the process that and with will and action brings it all together.

Psychick TV has been a part of my whole life, this expanded book of writings from the beginning is

awesome. I waited a long time for this and it didn't disappoint one bit! involved in T.O.P.Y. at any

point of your life? This is mandatory for your bookshelf.

Yes, it's all to easy to write an apollonian critique of this using the usual channels of logick to

deconstruct now ways of thinking. Or being. If you are looking for solutions to life, you will not find

them here. You will not find them anywhere, for that matter. Let us not look to books such as these

as 'seekers'. For what does 'seeker' imply? It implies that there are only answers and questions.

Rather we are to move along lateral paths and liberate our conscious to the EXTREMEST (not

highest) possible level. Listen, friend, I have only to say this: It's not that people are not listening. It's

that people aren't HEARING. Or haven't yet learned to. In brief - moving laterally, like a poet, is just

as profound as moving up or down.

this is a pivotal how to book for regaining our selves; all that has been shut down, dulled down,



stifled, and rejected by a default culture of consumer dummydom.Indispensable.
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